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1. Claims:
• Definite determiners in Wamesa [wad]:

– are clitics
∗ phonological/simple not syntactic/special

– unusual ordering:
∗ NADQ word order

– unusual morphology:
∗ bear agreement affixes

2. Baground
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• 3-way distance distinction for definite determiners:

(1) anggadi
coconut

nei
de.po

‘the coconut (here)’
(2) anggadi

coconut
pai
de.med

‘the coconut’
(3) anggadi

coconut
wai
de.di

‘the coconut (over there)’

3. Determiners as clitics (Zwiy & Pullum 1983)
• Determiners are (phonological) clitics:

– Low degree of host selection;
– No accidental or paradigmatic gaps;
– No idiosyncratic shapes;
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– No idiosyncratic semantics;
– Treated separately by the syntax;
– No lexical stress;
– Fail to trigger some phonological processes;
– But do trigger others;
– Considered part of host word by speakers.

• Low degree of host selection:

(4) mararia
child

katu=pai
small=de

� Adj

‘the little child’
(5) kue

cake
ya=pai
1g.eat=de

� Verb

‘the cake that I ate’
(6) kue

cake
inunu
1g.bake

kausapa=pai
yesterday=de

� Adv

‘the cake that I baked yesterday’
(7) mararia

child
viane
el.eat

kue=wa
cake=de

toru=pai
three=de

� Num

‘the child who ate the three cakes’

• Treated separately by the syntax:

(8) Sutri
Sutri

dio
3g.want

riora
3g.hit

sinitui=pasia.
person=de.pl

‘Sutri wants to hit the people.’

(9) sinitui Sutri dio riora_i=pasia.

person Sutri 3g.want 3g.hit=de.pl
‘the peoplei that Sutri wants to hit _i .’

• Fail to trigger word-internal phonological processes:

– Word-internally: /C1C2/ � [C2]
(10) a. /sur-awer/ � [surawer] ‘they two hunt’

b. /sur-samuai/ � [susamuai] ‘they two gather’

(11) a. /tat-awer/ � [tatawer] ‘we (incl) hunt’
b. /tat-masoi/ � [tamasoi] ‘we (incl) sit’
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– Host-clitic boundary: /C1C2/ � [C1C2]
(12) wamar=nei ‘the hornbill’
(13) suomus=pai ‘the shark’

• But do trigger others:

– Clitics induce stress shift:

(14) sínitu � sìnitú=pai ‘the person’

– But never themselves bear stress:

(15) sìnitú=patata ‘we people’
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• Considered one word by speakers:

4. Unusual ordering
• Greenberg (1966), Universal 20:

– “When any or all of the items (Demonstrative, numeral [Q], and descriptive Adjective) pre-
cede the Noun, they are always found in that order. If they follow, the order is either the
same or its exact opposite.”� 3DQAN

3NAQD� *NADQ

• Wamesa NPs:

N A D Q
anggadi pimasa pa toru
coconut big de three

‘the three big coconuts’
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• Not a Waernagel clitic:

N A D (Q)
anggadi pimasa pa _
coconut big de _
‘the three big coconut(s)’

• Not a special/syntactic clitic:

(Cinque 2005)
• NADQ word order documented in:

– SHWNG: Wamesa, Dusner
– Oceanic: Port Sandwich, Woleaian(?)
– Trans-New Guinea: Koiari
– Tibeto-Burman: Lalo, Lisu, Akha, Qiang
– Bantoid: Aghem, Lingala, Babungo

5. Unusual morphology
• “Clitics can attach to material already containing clitics, but affixes cannot.” -Zwicky & Pullum
(1983)

(16) anggadi=pai=ma=va
coconut=de=foc=neg
‘not this coconut’
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(17) anggadi=pa-i
coconut=deg
‘the coconut’

• D agrees with N

(18) anggadi=pa-i
coconut=deg
‘the coconut’

(19) anggadi=pa-si
coconut=depl
‘the coconuts’

(20) anggadi=pa
coconut=de

toru
three

‘the three coconuts’

• Suffix on D, not N:

(21) mararia
child

katu=pa-i
small=de-g

‘the little child’
(22) kue

cake
inunu
1g.bake

kausapa=pa-i
yesterday=de-g

‘the cake that I baked yesterday’
(23) mararia

child
viane
el.eat

kue=wa
cake=de

toru=pa-i
three=de-g

‘the child who ate the three cakes’
(24) sinitu

person
Sutri
Sutri

dio
3g.want

riora=pa-sia.
3g.hit=de3pl.hm

‘the people that Sutri wants to hit’

• Affixed clitics

3

[Noun
anggadi

[Det
=pa

AGR]]
-i

*

[[Noun
anggadi

Det]
=pa

AGR]
-i

• Typologically rare pattern
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– Affixed clitics claimed for:
– Egyptian, Moroccan, & Standard Arabic (Fehri 1988)

∗ Caribbean Spanish (Harris 1995; Heggie & Ordóñez 2005)
∗ Portuguese (Cunha & Cintra 1984; Heggie & Ordóñez 2005)
∗ Bardi (Claire Bowern p.c.)
∗ maybe Ngalakgan & Marra (Baker 2014)

• “What is intriguing about the examples above is that we see clitics taking on affix-like properties…
or affixes attaching to clitics…. Neither should be possible under ‘normal’ circumstances.” -Heggie
& Ordóñez (2005: 4)

• But why not?

• Clitics are underdocumented.

– A plea:
∗ Look for clitics
∗ Gloss them clearly

· = for clitic boundary

6. Takeaways:
• Wamesa definite determiners:

– are phonological (not syntactic!) clitics;
– take part in unusual DP ordering;
– bear agreement affixes.

• Affixed clitics may be more common than we think!

anks!
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